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What's New in the RAM SWAP?

--------------------- This program is designed to help you monitor the usage of your RAM (Random Access
Memory) and SWAP File (System Page File). The current version contains a number of different
graphs and features to enable you to monitor: - RAM / SWAP usage in your PC, - the Free Space and
Total Capacity of your PC's hard drives and/or floppies, - the CPU usage on Windows 95 / 98 PCs. To
use this program, simply run it and observe the RAM usage and SWAP file usage details change as
you run it. If you do not want to see the textual Free KB / Total KB details for RAM and SWAP, then
simply re-size the window to hide these details. - The number of left / right mouse botton clicks and /
or the distance the mouse pointer has travelled in Km or Miles. If your PC has multiple CPUs, then
the CPU Usage reported by RAM / SWAP Monitor is the average across all CPUs. This program also
includes functionality to make the PC's Speaker Beep or make some sound whenever the CPU usage
drops below a user specified level for a user specified number of seconds. - A graph for displaying
the usage of your RAM and/or SWAP File on a log scale. - Graphs for displaying the usage of your
RAM and/or SWAP File on a linear scale. - A graph showing the amount of Free / Total Space on your
hard drives and/or floppies. - A graph showing the amount of Disk Space used by your hard drives
and/or floppies. - A pie chart for showing the percentage of free / total disk space used by your hard
drives and/or floppies. - A pie chart for showing the percentage of free space used by the different
components of your hard drives and/or floppies. - The amount of total RAM and / or SWAP File used.
- The percentage of available RAM and / or SWAP File - The percentage of free RAM and / or SWAP
File. - The percentage of total RAM and / or SWAP File. - The percentage of free RAM and / or SWAP
File that is available. - The percentage of total RAM and / or SWAP File that is available. - The
percentage of free RAM and / or SWAP File that is free. - The percentage of total RAM and / or
SWAP File that is free. Version 2.01 - 19 August 99 - Updated for Windows 95/98. - Added a Menu
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Item to STOP the drive / Media activity. - Added a Menu Item to ENABLE the drive / Media activity. -
Created the CPU usage graph and added a CPU usage drop alarm. - Modified the SWAP File panel to
show the CPU usage graph and the CPU drop alarm. - Created a new Graph for displaying



System Requirements:

Minimum: Core: Intel i5 Processor, 2.4GHz Memory: 2GB RAM Graphics: GeForce GTX 460 (1GB
VRAM), or AMD HD 6470 (1GB VRAM) DirectX: 9.0c Additional Notes: - Mouse and Keyboard
required - Download, install and run 'Red Orchestra 2' on a Windows PC. Revised NVIDIA - GeForce
660 Recommended: Core: Intel i5 Processor, 2.
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